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Abstract

Particle filter based on particle swarm optimization (PSO-PF) is not precise enough
and trapping in local optimum easily, it is not able to meet the requirement of modern
navigation system. To solve the problems, a new particle filter based on dynamic clone
particle swarm optimization (DPSO-PF) is presented in this paper. This improved filter
enables the particles to fit the condition better and then reach the goal of global
optimization through orthogonal initialization, clonal selection and local searching of
self-learning, accordingly a best balance is achieved between optimal exploring and
convergence rate. Finally univariate nonstationary growth model and integrated
navigation model are used for simulation experiment and the results indicate that this new
filter improves the precision of GPS/INS integrated navigation system.
Keywords: dynamic, particle filter, integrated navigation, clonal, orthogonal
initialization

1. Introduction
With GPS position information and velocity information used for periodic calibration
by INS, the performance of integrated navigation system can be superior to that of any
sub-system used independently [1] . The system utilizes the highly accurate GPS
information as the external measurement input. During the movement, modify INS and
control its error as the time goes by [2] . However, in short term, the highly accurate INS
positioning result can solve the signal unlocking and cycle slip problem in GPS dynamic
environment. Besides, INS can assist GPS receiver to strengthen its anti-jamming
capability, improve the capability of capturing and following the satellite signal.
Therefore, GPS/INS combination system not only has small volume, light weight, and
low power consumption, but also has the advantages of the high accuracy, low cost and
strong anti-jamming capability, which is regarded as an ideal combination method in the
current navigation domain.
In the indirect state estimation on the integrated navigation system, integrated
navigation parameter error equation [3] constitutes the main part of navigation system's
state equation. On the basis of the some measurement output, it utilizes Kalman filtering
to estimate different error status of the system, and uses the estimated value of the error
state to correct the system, and then reach the target of the system combination.
Particularly, however, the civil and military field has made an increasingly higher
demand [4] on the precision of integrated navigation system in recent years, given that the
system noise and measurement noise may be the non-Gaussian noises, PF can be applied
to non-linear system in the environment of non-Gaussian noise effectively since
conventional KF is prone to divergence, but the existence of PF [5] will result in sample
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degeneration and impoverishment and then exercise a severe influence on its state
estimation performance.
The particle filter based on particle swarm optimization is one of the representatives of
intelligent optimized PF. Through introduction of the latest system measurement to
sample distribution, along with the utilization of particle filter for sampling optimization
and constantly update of particles speed, the sample distribution is inclined to move to the
region with higher posterior probability [6] . Particle swarm optimized particle filter
improves the particle degradation of particle filter and is easier for actualization. But
PSO-PF is a process of iterative optimization which will prolong the calculation time
because of the high iterative frequency. Moreover, PSO-PF may be easily trapped into
local optimization, influencing the accuracy and stability of practical engineering
application [7] .
The improved PSO-PF proposed herein carries out orthogonal strategy and dynamic
adaptive clone particle swarm optimized algorithm for optimization, according enhancing
the quality and diversity of particles. In this way, the filter can maintain not only high
search ability, but also the diversity of particle swarm to heighten the locating accuracy of
integrated navigation system.

2. Particle Filter
Particle filter is an approximate calculation of Bayes estimation based on sampling
principle. It uses Monte Carlo method and Bayesian theory together, PF follows the
principle thought that to find a group of sample for approximation of posterior probability
density, replace the infinitesimal calculus in light of posterior probability density function
by particle mean value, and thus acquire the minimal estimate of variance [8] .
Assuming the nonlinear dynamic process is defined as follows:
xk  f ( xk 1 , vk 1 )
(1)

yk  h( xk , nk )

(2)

If the initial probability density of the system state is known as p( x0 | y0 )  p( x0 ) ,
then the state predictive equation is defined as equation (3):
(3)
p( xk | y1:k 1 )  p( xk | xk 1 ) p( xk 1 | y1:k 1 )dxk 1



and the state renewal equation is:

p( xk | y1:k ) 

p( yk | xk ) p( xk | y1:k 1 )
p( yk | y1:k 1 )

(4)

where

p( yk | y1:k 1 )   p( yk | xk ) p( xk | y1:k 1 )dxk

(5)

Supposing there is a known and importance function q( x0:k | y1:k ) , which is rewrote as
equation (6)
k

q( x0:k | y1:k )  q( x0 ) q( x j | x0: j 1 , y1: j )

(6)

j 1

Then the weight formula is

wk 

p( y1:k | x0:k ) p( x0:k )
p( yk | xk ) p( xk | xk 1 )
 wk 1
q( xk | x0:k 1 , y1:k )q( x0:k 1 , y1:k )
q( xk | x0:k 1 , y1:k )

(7)

To sample N sample points {xki 1}iN1 from p( xk 1 | y1:k 1 ) , then the probability density
is as equation (8):
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N

p( xk 1 | y1:k 1 )   wki 1 ( xk 1  xki 1 )

(8)

i 1

And the weight of particles is:

wki  wki 1

p( yk | xki ) p( xki | xki 1 )
q( xki | xki 1 , yk )

(9)

3. PSO-PF Algorithm
The importance sampling process of particle filter is not optimal, whereas the
incorporation of PSO will optimize the sampling process of particle filter, it allow the
weight of particle sets are more inclined to high likelihood area[9], accordingly solving
the problem of particle impoverishment, and conducing to reduction of particle numbers
required by particle filter. PSO algorithm is fused with PF and the key lies in utilizing the
optimal state value Ppbest experienced by the particles swarm and the state value Pgbest of
the maximum particle with the greatest fitness function value, and updating the speed and
position of each particle on a real-time base through equation (10) and (11), accordingly
forcing the particles to be closer to high likelihood area.
Vki  Rand n  ( Ppbest  X ki 1 )  rand n  ( Pgbest  X ki 1 )
(10)

X ki  X ki 1  Vki1

(11)

Where Rand n and rand n are positive Gaussian distribution random numbers.

4. Building of Integrated Navigation Model
4.1. State and Measurement Equations
The application of filter to GPS/INS integrated navigation system is ultimately
intended for a more parameter [10] , and the selection of particle filter state normally resorts
to indirect process, i.e., the error Δ X of the navigation parameter outputted by a certain
GPS/INS integrated navigation system is taken as PF's estimated state. While indirect
process is used for state estimation process, the state of particle filter can be the
combination of various errors in GPS/INS integrated navigation system, without
participating in the computing processes of the GPS/INS integrated navigation parameters
in navigation, such as the computing processes of INS' mechanical layout equation.
Therefore, the state estimation process of particle filter is independent of the computation
of the navigation parameters in original navigation system, and the INS will still have its
strength of high update frequency fully revealed [11] .
Supposing the combination mode of GPS/INS integrated navigation system relies on
the combination between target’s attitude and velocity, measurement values can be
divided into two values, namely, difference value of position and that of velocity.
Difference value of position means that the difference between the longitude, latitude and
altitude rendered by INS and the information of relevant position calculated by GPS
receiver is figured out as measurement data. Difference value of velocity means that the
difference between the information rendered by INS and the information of relevant
velocity offered by GPS receiver is worked out as another style of measurement data.
The error state equation of integrated navigation system is shown as equation (12):
(12)
X (t )  F (t ) X (t )  G(t )W (t )
Where,
T
X (t )  [E N U  vE  vN  vU  L    h  bx  by  bz  rx  ry  rz  x  y  z ]18
1 .
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The position measurement data of INS can be defined as the sum of true value and
corresponding error under the geographic coordinate system.

 LI   Lt   L 
      

 I  t
 hI   ht   h 

(13)

The position measurement of GPS receiver can be defined as the difference between
true value and corresponding error under the geographic coordinate system.

NN 

 Lt  R

M


L
 G
N

    
E 
(14)

 G  t R
N
cos
L

 hG  
 ht  N h





Where t , Lt , and ht stand for actual location, and N E , N N , and NU for the errors
of GPS receiver in the eastward, northward and skyward directions.
The position measurement vector is defined as equation (15):

( LI  LG ) RM
  RM  L  N N


 
 H p (t ) X (t )  Vp (t )
Z p (t )  (I  G ) RN cos L    RN  cos L  N E 
 hI  hg
  h  NU




Where, H p  036

diag[ RM RN cos L 1]

(15)

039 318

Vp   N N N E NU 

T

2
2
2
The variances of measurement noise are  pN
,  pE
, and  pU
.

 pN   p  HDOPN

 pE   p  HDOPE

 pU   p  HDOP
Where,  p is the pseudo-range measurement error of GPS receiver.

(16)

The velocity measurement of INS can be defined as the sum of true value and
corresponding velocity error under the geographic coordinate system.

vIN  vN   vN 
v   v   v 
(17)
E 
 IE   E
vIU  vU   vU 
Where vE , vN , and vU represent the true velocities along eastward, northward and
skyward axes in the geographic coordinate system.
The velocity measurement information of GPS can be also defined as the difference
between true value and corresponding velocity measurement error in geographic
coordinate system

vGN  vN  M N 
v   v  M 
E 
 GE   E
vGU  vv  M U 
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Where M N , M E , and M U constitute the components of velocity errors of GPS
receiver along three axes, namely, northward, eastward and skyward axes.
Below is the definition of velocity vector:

 vIN  vGN   vN  M N 
Z p (t )   vIE  vGE    vE  M E   H v (t ) X (t )  Vv (t )
v IU  vGU   vU  M U 
Where, H v  033

diag[1 1 1]

(19)

0312  , Vp   M N M E MU  .
T

Assuming the measurement velocity of pseudo-range rate  of GPS receiver is  2 ,
the standard deviations of the eastward, northward and skyward velocity errors resulting
from pseudo-range rate is as equation(20):

 vE  HDOPE   

 vN  HDOPN   

 vU  VDOP   

(20)

The combination of position vector with velocity velocity can gain the measurement
equation of position and speed integration system as equation(21):

 Z p (t )   H p 
V p (t )   H (t ) X (t )  V (t )
Z (t )  
    X (t )  

 Z v (t )   H v 
Vv (t ) 

(21)

4.2 Discretization of State and Measurement Equations
Following result can be gained through the discretization of state equation (12) and
measurement equation (21):

X k  k ,k 1 X k 1   k 1Wk 1

(22)
(23)

Zk  H k X k  Vk
n 1


 1

Where , k ,k 1   [ F (tn )T ] / n ! ,  k 1   [ F (tk )T ]  G (tk )T .
n 0
 n 1 n !





n

As required by particle filter, the integrated navigation system and noises of state and
measurement equations should be equipped with following characteristics:

E W (t )W T ( )  Q(t ) (t   )

E V (t )V T ( )  R(t ) (t   )
E WkW jT   Qk  kj
E VkV jT   Rk  kj

(24)
(25)
(26)
(27)

1 k  j Qk  Q(t ) / T
,
.
0 k  j  Rk  R(t ) / T

Where,  kj  

5. DPSO-PF Algorithm
5.1. Improvement of DPSO-PF
Based on the enlightenments brought by biological immune system and clone
mechanism, an orthogonal immune clone partial swarm optimized algorithm is presented
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for optimizing function’s solution. Firstly, let A(k )  {a1 (k ),a2 (k ), , asize (k )} denotes
the k the generation particle population, S size denotes the scale of particle swarm. Each
particle can actualize particle swarm update through clone selection and self-learning.
Corresponding operators are as follows:
(1) Immune clone operator. For any antibody ai  (ai ,1 , ai ,2 , , ai ,n ) in particles A(k )
of k th generation, i  1, 2, , Ssize performs clone operation process with scale qi ,
becoming clone qi of antibody ai . The
i

i

qi clone of antibody ai is defined as
i

a  Ii  ai , wherein a is the antibody group of a after cloning, and I i is the qi dimensional vector.




f (a )
(28)
qi (k )  Int  nc  Ssize i   , i  1, 2, , S size


f (a j ) 


j 1


where nc denotes population clone scale, nc  Ssize , Int () means rounding up. f (ai )
is the affinity of antibody ai , while  reflects the affinity of antibody ai with other
particles and is defined as equation(29):

  min{Dij }  min{exp( ai  a j )} ，

(29)

In which  denotes any of the norms, and in this paper Euclidean distance is
employed. D is a symmetric matrix reflecting the diversity of population.
(2) Immune gene operation. Immune gene operation consists of genetic recombination
and genetic mutation mainly. To facilitate the communication of useful data among
individuals and to enhance the uniformity of progeny particle, orthogonal recombination
method is used to recombine the cloned particles by probability.
(3) Genetic recombination. Given the genetic recombination operator P c , and
C (k )  {c1 (k ), c 2 (k ), , c SSIZE (k )} as the particle swrm after recombination.
Taking two parental particles b1  (b1,1 , b1,2 , , b1,n ) and b2  (b2,1 , b2,2 , , b2,n ) into
consideration, a sub-space [l , u ] is determined in accordance with the equation (30):


l  [min(b1,1 , b2,1 ),min(b1,2 , b2,2 ), , min(b1,n , b2,n )]
(30)

u

[max(
b
,
b
),

max(
b
,
b
),

,
max(
b
,
b
)]

1,1
2,1
1,2
2,2
1,
n
2,
n

Each of the area in Space [l , u ] is quantified into Q levels, and the difference between
two neighboring levels are always the same. i  ( i ,1 , i ,2 , , i ,Q ) is defined as
equation (31):
min(li , ui ), j  1

li  ui

),2  j  Q  1
min(li , ui )  ( j  1)  (
Q 1

max(li , ui ) j  Q


(31)

F  1 integer will be generated, k1 , k2 , , kF 1 , and 1  k1  k2    kF 1  n is met.
Then for any particles x  ( x1 , x2 , , xn ) , the following F factors will be generated.

f1  ( x1 , , xk1 ), f 2  ( xk11 , , xk 2 ), ,
f F  ( xF 11 , , xn )

36

(32)
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Q levels of factor f i are

 fi (1)  (  ki1 1,1 , ki1  2,1 ,,  ki ,1 )

 fi (2)  (  ki1 1,2 , ki1  2,2 ,,  ki ,2 )
(33)


 f (Q)  ( 
ki 1 1,Q , ki 1  2,Q ,,  ki ,Q )
 i
The orthogonal matrix LM (Q F )  [ri , j ]M 2  F is used to generate the M particles:

( f1 (r1,1 ), f 2 (r1,2 ), , f F (r1, F ), )

( f1 (r2,1 ), f 2 (r2,2 ), , f F (r2, F ), )


( f1 (rM ,1 ), f 2 (rM ,2 ), , f F (rM , F ), )


(34)

Finally, an optimal particle is selected from M particles as the clone progeny subject.
Given Q  3,F  4,M  9 , and orthogonal matrix is marked as L9 (34 ) .
(4) Genetic mutation.
strategy
A E mutation
A
SSIZE
1
2
D(k )  {d (k ), d (k ), , d (k )} the population after mutation:

d c 
i
j

i
j

is

used,

fix(cij 10l (mod10  md (10))

10l
i  1, 2, , SSIZE ; j  1, 2, , q ，
where t is the random number of 0~15 , fix() is rounded down.
(5) Clone selection operator. Given i  1, 2, , SSIZE , then:

di' (k )  {d ij (k )|min f (d ij ), j  1, 2, , q}
For probability p k (di' (k )

letting

(35)

(36)

ai (k )  ai (k  1)) ,

1,  f (ai (k ))  f (di' (k ))

'
exp( f (ai (k ))  f (di (k )) )，
 f (ai (k ))  f (di' (k ))and

a

p k (ai (k  1)  di' (k ))   ai (k )is not the best antibody.  (37)

 f (ai (k ))  f (di' (k ))and
0，
 ai (k )is the best antibody.


(6) Self-learning operator. For the optimal individual aˆ (k )  (aˆ1 (k ),aˆ2 (k ), , aˆn (k )) ,
first of all a self-learning population L is generated with size LSIZE , then L is as
equation(38):

aˆ (k ),i  1
L
 Newi ,others
wherein Newi  (ei ,1 ,ei ,2 , , ei ,n ) is generated according to the equation(39):

(38)

ei ,k  aˆi ,k U (1  sradius,1  stradius)
(39)
k  1, 2, , n , in which sradius [0,1] denotes searching semi-diameter,
U (1  sradius, sradius) denotes the random number. Given Mini  (m1 , m2 , , m n )
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the individual with optimal fitness in L , e.g. Min i  L , and for any individual Li  L in
a small population, we have f ( Li )  f ( Mini ) , if Li meets f ( Li )  f ( Mini ) , then it is
a winner and can be preserved in the self-learning swarm, or otherwise a loser that should
die. The eliminated individuals will be occupied by new particles
Newi'  (ei ,1' , ei ,2' , , ei ,n ' ,) generated by Mini .

mk  d  (mk  Li ,k ),k  1, 2, , n.if U (0,1)  P0

ei' ,k  (m1 ,m2 , , mi1 1 ,mi2 , mi2 1 , ,else

 mi1 1 ,mi1 , mi2  2 , ,mn )
where d is the random variable within range [0,1] .

(40)

5.2. Steps for DPSO-PF
(1) Take N particles {x0:i k , i  1,..., N} as samples from importance function at the
initial time. The importance density function is defined as equation (41) :
(41)
xki ~ q( xki | xki 1 , zk )  p( xki | xki 1 )
Giving the fitness function is as equation (42):

Y  exp[

1
( z New  zPr ed )]
2 Rk

(42)

Where z New is the latest observed value, zPr ed is the predictive observed value.
(2) Calculate the importance value:

wki  wki 1 p( zk | xki 1 ) wki 1 p( zk | xki )

(43)
'

(3) Updating the speed of particle swarm A(k ) , then we have A (k ) .
(4) Replace T % relatively undesirable individuals with T % desirable ones in A' (k ) ,
and A(k )  A' (k ) .
(5) Perform clone operation against particle population A(k ) , including clone
recombination and clone mutation, then A(k ) .
(6) Perform immune gene operation against particle population A(k ) , then D .
(7) Perform clone selection against D , then A* (k ) .
(8) Force the self-learning operator to take effect on the optimal particle of A* (k ) and
then to upgrade the optimal particle.
(9) Setting xe is the individual extreme value of the current particle, pbti the optimal
solution at

t

time of particle i .

gbestk

is the global optimal solution

at

t

time

.Compare their fitness, update pb and pg as equation (44) and (45):
i
i

 pbk ,Y（xg ) Y ( pbk )
pb  

i

 xg ,Y（xg ) Y ( pbk )
i
k

(44)

pgk {x1k , xk2 , xk3 , xkN |Y ( x)}  max{Y ( x1k ), Y ( xk2 ), Y ( xk3 ), Y ( xkN )}

(45)
(10) When the optimal value complies with the initially-set threshold value  or
DPSO-PF reached maximum iteration times  , it is indicated that the particles have been
already distributed around the true state. By now optimization will be stopped. Else jump
to step (3).
(11) Calculate the weight of the particles after optimization and perform normalization:

38
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wki  wki 1

p( yk | xki ) p( xki | xki 1 )
q( xki | xki 1 , yk )

(46)

N

wki  wki /  wki

(47)

i 1

(12) State output:
N

x   wki xki

(48)

i 1

6. Experimental Simulation
6.1. Simulation Test of Basic Algorithm Performance
Using a univariate nonstationary growth model, the process equation and measurement
equation of are given as equation (49) and (50):
25 x(t  1)
(49)
x(t )  05 x(t  1) 
 8cos[12(t  1)]  w(t )
1  [ x(t  1)]2

x(t )2
(50)
 v(t )
20
In which, w(t ) and v(t ) are zero-mean Gaussian noise. Since this model is highly
z (t ) 

non-linear and the likelihood function presents bimodal [20] .
The particle upgrade process of PSO-PF turns out to be an iterative optimization
process. The concept of the optimization success rate  is defined, with the calculation
marking variable designed as temp, let the sampling time be rSTEP; if the iteration
number reach the preset largest iteration number at the end of the time, then temp = temp
+1; however, the failure to reach the largest preset iteration number mean that the
optimization is successful and the optimization success rate is defined as equation (51):



rSTEP  temp
rSTEP

(51)

By using PF、PSO-PF、DPSO-PF, tracking of this non-linear model are performed,
and the formula of RMSE is
1 T
(52)
RMSE  [  ( xt  xt )2 ]1/2
T t 1
Giving the particle number N  100 , and system noise variance Q = 10, measurement
noise variance R =1, the simulation result is showed in Figure 1 and Figure 2. After 300
times of Monte-Carlo simulation, the data is given in Table 1.
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Figure 1. State Estimation of Different Algorithm（Q=10）
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Figure 2. RMSE of Different Algorithm（Q=10）
(2) Giving the particle number N  100 , and R =1, Q  20 , the simulation result is
showedin Figure 3 and Figure 4. After 300 times of Monte-Carlo simulation, the data is
given in Table 1.
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Figure 3. State Estimation of Different Algorithm（Q=20）
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Figure 4. RMSE of Different Algorithm（Q=20）
Table 1. Comparison of Simulation Parameters by UNGM Model
Parameters

Algorithms

 /%

RMSE

Time/s

Q  1 , N  200

PF

/

3.5892

0.6684

Q  1 , N  50

PSO-PF

97.83

2.4563

0.5821

Q  1 , N  50

DPSO-PF

99.17

1.4521

0.5259

Q  20 , N  200

PF

/

5.9635

0.6854

Q  20 , N  50

PSO-PF

97.72

4.2155

0.5915

Q  20 , N  50

DPSO-PF

99.19

2.4287

0.5502

As shown by the Figure 1 to Figure 4 and table 1, the error of the integration with PSOPF is significantly lower than that of standard PF, and the integration is in fact the particle
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optimization of particle swarm optimization that can improve particles quality. This can
be ascribed to the fact that the orthogonal cross strategy can reinforce the uniformity of
progeny particles, avoiding loss of optimal solution in the individual neighborhood. At the
same time the precocity of individuals can be eliminated, and thereby the speed and
precision of the improved particle filter is enhanced. In the above calculation, with respect
to both estimation precision and operation time, DPSO-PF has the most desirable
performance.
6.2. Simulation Test of Performance In Integrated Navigation System
Let the latitude and longitude of the initial position of system state vector be 32°and
118°, respectively; the random and constant drift errors of the gyroscope be 0.05°/h,
respectively; the random and constant bias errors of the gyroscope be 50μg and 100 μg,
respectively; the update cycle of inertial navigation be 0.01s; the cycle of KF be 1s; and
the experiment time be 500s. In the paper, an analysis is implemented on the position and
velocity error curves along northward, eastward and skyward directions before and after
the integrated particle filter correction.
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Figure 5. Position Error in Different Directions (Northward, Eastward,
Skyward)
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Figure 6. Velocity Error in Different Directions (Northward, Eastward,
Skyward)
As illustrated by the Figure.5 and figure.6, GPS/INS integrated navigation system faces
rapid divergence prior to the application of filter, but the parameter errors of the system
are correctly effectively upon the use of DPSO-PF. According to the simulation result,
integrated filter can control the position errors within 33.73m, with the mean square
deviations of position errors along the northward, eastward and skyward directions being
6.80 m, 7.48m, and 5.23 m, respectively, and those of velocity errors being 0.24 m/s, 0.21
m/s and 0.19 m/s, respectively. As for DPSO-PF, since it successfully preserves the
diversity of population, it has the higher precision and can well estimate the position and
velocity.

7. Conclusion
This paper brings forward a novel particle filter algorithm based on based on dynamic
clone particle swarm which can enhance the convergence speed and grantee the
population diversity while enlarge the local searching range, thereby improving the
quality of the particles’ neighborhood , and then a good balance will be reached between
search ability and convergence speed, The experimental results indicate that the improved
particle filter improves the precision and thus of high applicable value in GPS/INS
integrated navigation system.
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